Vocabulary

Write a complete definition for each term. Definitions must be completed on a computer-based word processor with your name typed at the top of the first page. Handwritten assignments will not be accepted. This assignment will be accepted up to 1 week late but a penalty of 5 points per day will be applied. This is a non-replaceable grade. Number the terms as shown below. Single space lines with one blank line between terms. Margins should be set at ½ inch. You may print front & back if you like.

1. Computer
2. Hardware
3. Software
4. Central Processing Unit
5. Control Unit
6. Arithmetic Logic Unit
7. Memory
8. Storage
9. Bit
10. Byte
11. Word
12. Source Code
13. Compiler
14. Object Code
15. High-level Language
16. Machine Language
17. ASCII
18. Register
19. Operating System
20. Application Software